(Far)EasternDivision
Clem Clement offers a glimpse of vintage Japanese tinplate

1) Interior of Katsumi
Model Hobby Shop,
Tokyo,1964. The shelves
hold 0 gauge passenger
and freight equipment,
signals, and accessories.
At right is a gigantic
steamer Clem Clement
tried unsuccessfully to
purchase. In the foreground stands a display
layout for the new HO
gauge line.

a
you visited
long ago that seems to stay in
your memory year after year?
Perhaps for you it’s Carmen
Webster’s in New York or the AllNation Hobby Shop in Chicago. For
Clem Clement 64-987, one of those
memorable places is Tokyo’s
Katsumi Model Hobby Shop, home
of the KTM line.
In 1963 and 64 Clem was an Air
Force officer flying refueling tankers
over Vietnam and returning to a
home airbase in Japan. In his offduty hours Clem would head for the
Katsumi shop in Tokyo, where he
purchased many pieces of 0 gauge,
3-rail, Japanese tinplate trains. When
orders to leave Japan arrived, Clem
made one last trip to the store.
Clem describes the visit: “I
explained that I was leaving Japan,
and for the very first time they led me
through the magic door back into the
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stockroom, normally off-limits to
customers. On floor-to-ceiling
shelves I saw many pieces that, for
some reason, were not on display in
the showroom. There also were trains
like the ones in the showroom, but in
colors that I’d never seen before, like
an engine in brown, when I’d only
seen it in blue out front. I spent a pile
of money that day, picking up one of
everything that caught my eye.
“The dollar was worth a lot
against the yen in those days. A single dollar was worth 364 yen, so their
best loco was $7. So I wound up with
two of those big steamer trunks filled
with Japanese tinplate. They’re
downstairs in the basement right
now. The workmanship on the trains
was very nice, but they used acid
core solder along with tabs back
then, and some of the time they didn’t bother to clean up the joints in the
places you can’t see easily. You’ve

2) The 72-page Katsumi
(KTM) catalogue has a
black leatherette cover
measuring 10 by 7 inches. It’s contained in a
custom-printed tan
envelope with this line

got to be sure to remove all traces of
acid or the trains will corrode in a
few years.
“As I was leaving the shop, they
slipped an envelope into the top
trunk. I found out later it was their
latest catalogue. It’s very interesting
because KTM shows the store and
gives profiles of some customers,
including a pair of 0 gauge tinplate
collectors. The catalogue has KTM’s
tinplate transformers and covers their
new line of HO gauge trains, which
have definite tinplate feel to them.
There’s a photo of the showroom that
shows a prewar Japanese-made
steamer in about Gauge 5. I tried to
buy that thing several times, offered
to pay any price. But they just looked
down at the floor. A polite silence.
That big engine was not for sale.”
Let’s leaf through Clem’s KTM
catalogue and examine some
Nipponese tinplate. Q
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drawing of an early
wooden MU car.
Passenger traffic is more
important than freight in
Japan, where over seven
billion passengers are carried in a single year.
Almost sixty percent of the
3-foot, 6-inch gauge system is electrified, including
many rural branches. A
hundred trolley and subway systems feed the
main rail lines. The first
railway in Japan was built
in 1872; the government
purchased all railroads in
1906.
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3) This page in the front
of the catalogue is titled
“Direction to the Model
Shop in Tokyo.” It maps
how to get to the store (in
center) from the main
Tokyo rail station and
other stations on the
Osaka and Yokohama line.
At bottom left are instructions on “How to Order.”
At right is a chart on
“Mailing Cost” for local
and overseas customers.
4) The two-floor shop is
pictured on this page,
“About the Publication of
Katsumi Catalogue.”
Katsumi, founded in
1947, “...plans to issue
this ‘New Style Catalogue’
one or two times a year.
The new format includes
an ‘Amateur Corner,’ so
please provide comments,
articles, exchange ideas
and share experiences.
The publisher will provide
Katsumi products as gifts.
Please use 400 words as
form.”
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5) Transformers, “necessary to imitate the real situation,” get their own section. On this page, the top
title is “Usage Caution.”
The text explains how to
wire the track and test for
shorts, warning, “If sparks
are present, cars won’t
move and transformer
may burn.” Below are two
transformers, at left,
“Basic,” and at right, selling for about $3, “Most
Popular.”
6) & 7) A two-page article
on tinplate collector Mr.
Ueda Tatsufumi. Words in
the vertical title at right
say “Amateur Corner.”
Ueda’s piece, titled
“Railways in My Family,”
explains that his father
began collecting tinplate
trains around 1930, and
has acquired approximately 30 cars. Ueda, a movie
director for TOHO, the
Japanese motion picture
studio that produced
“Godzilla” in 1954, also
took up train collecting
and assembled a collection of over 50 pieces in
the postwar years. His collection reflects that eighty
percent of Japanese passenger stock consists of
MU cars.
8), 9), & 10) Another tinplate collector profiled is
Mr. Hidaka Fuyuhiko,
shown at work in the
Japanese National Railway
Car Design Office. “My
first train was a green
upside-down ‘T’-shape bodied New York Central look-
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alike locomotive, when I
was a sixth grader,”
affirms Hidaka. Photo 9
reveals a mid-sized layout
set up on the wide floorboards of Hidaka’s house.
In photo 10 we see an
electrified passenger car,
pantograph held high,
pulling a freight car in
branchline style.
11) Another section of the
catalogue depicts KTM’s
new HO gauge line, inaugurated in 1958, and already
challenging the more
expensive 0 gauge in popularity. A typical model is
this very Japanese 2-6-2,
built to 1:80 scale, adopted in Japan to better capture the look of 3-foot, 6inch gauge prototypes.
Although the original shop
has closed, KTM is still
very much in business and
currently operates seven
retail shops in Japan.
Today’s Japanese HO and
N gauge scenes retain a
strong tinplate flavor.
Hobbyists prefer to collect
ready-to-run equipment in
factory condition and avoid
modification and weathering. These models run on
ready-made track sections
set up on minimallysceniced temporary layouts. American Q-gaugers
and 17/64-inch scale
enthusiasts will be happy to
learn that there is a small
contingent of Japanese
scale modelers who build
1:80 scale models run on
correct-width 13 mm
gauge hand-laid track. 
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The “Extra” thanks the multi-lingual
Mr. Sheng-Jieh Leu, a friend of the
TCA, for translating Clem Clement’s
KTM catalogue, and also thanks Mr.
Mark Veneman, a Briton living in the
Netherlands who is knowledgeable
about Japanese model railways, for
providing background information
used in this article.
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